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Abstract

25

Species distributions are often simplified to binary representations of the ranges where they

26

are present and absent. It is then common to look for changes in these ranges as indicators of

27

the effects of climate change, the expansion or control of invasive species or the impact of

28

human land use changes. We argue that there are inherent problems with this approach, and

29

more emphasis should be placed on species relative abundance rather than just presence. The

30

sampling effort required to be confident of absence is often impractical to achieve, and

31

estimates of species range changes based on survey data are therefore inherently sensitive to

32

sampling intensity. Species niches estimated using presence-absence or presence-only models

33

are broader than those for abundance and may exaggerate the viability of small marginal sink

34

populations. We demonstrate that it is possible to transform models of predicted probability

35

of presence to expected abundance if the sampling intensity is known. Using case studies of

36

Antarctic mosses and temperate rain forest trees we demonstrate additional insights into

37

biotic change that can be gained using this method. While species becoming locally extinct or

38

colonising new areas are extreme and obviously important impacts of global environmental

39

change, changes in abundance could still signal important changes in biological systems and

40

be an early warning indicator of larger future changes.
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41

Introduction

42

The distributions of species are often presented as geographic ranges, binary classifications of

43

where they are present and absent (Gaston, 2009). These can be useful guides for where

44

species may be encountered, but usually lack detail on variations in density and the

45

patchiness of occurrence within these ranges. This limitation is particularly important near

46

range boundaries, where populations may be so small, sparse and variable that it is virtually

47

impossible to be certain where a species becomes entirely absent (Brown et al., 1996;

48

Hanewinkel et al., 2014; Seipel et al., 2016). If species ranges are only used as rough guides

49

then uncertainty on range boundaries are perhaps not critical. However, when investigating

50

the effects of climate change on species ranges (Parmesan & Yohe, 2003; Hickling et al.,

51

2005, 2006), the spread or eradication of invasive species (O’Donnell et al., 2012), or the

52

impacts of changes in human land use (Ameztegui et al., 2016) it is crucial to determine

53

species distributions accurately so that changes can be reliably detected. In this article we

54

highlight some of the issues from focusing only on presence and absence of a species when

55

examining the impacts of environmental change and suggest some alternatives that can be

56

used, even when data is only collected in presence-only or presence-absence format.

57
58

Defining species ranges using abundance estimates

59

Species ranges are often determined by examining samples of communities across an

60

environmental gradient or region. Each sample may consist of museum or herbaria records in

61

a 10 km grid cell, a survey of 1 ha quadrats, or any other data depending on what is available.

62

Usually studies have sufficient data to determine where the core of a species distribution is

63

located, but if there are false absences (present but not observed) near range boundaries then

64

there is a risk that range sizes will be underestimated and changes in range incorrectly

65

inferred (MacKenzie et al., 2002; Bates et al., 2015). While false absences near range cores
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66

may have no effect on the overall ranges, it is crucial to be certain of absences near the

67

boundaries, as even a single observation may extend the estimate of the overall range or

68

imply a species distribution has changed if surveys from multiple time periods are compared.

69

In this section we examine the degree to which we can be confident in delineating

70

range boundaries by where species become absent. We are primarily concerned with

71

situations where a finite community size for each grid cell or quadrat can be estimated (e.g.

72

by extrapolating from subsamples or similar communities) and the effort that has been

73

expended to sample each community is known. In our model, the community size is assumed

74

to be an abundance of individuals, but similar methods could be used if community size was

75

estimated in terms of metrics such as cover. For simplicity we assume each sampled cell or

76

quadrat has a discrete community of individuals and populations of species, even though we

77

acknowledge that actual communities and populations may extend outside sampled units.

78

To illustrate the difficulty in being confident of absence, consider a situation where

79

there is an estimated community of 1 000 trees in a grid cell near a range margin, and the

80

requirement is to determine whether species X is present. We assume there is no prior

81

knowledge on whether the species is present, although situations with prior knowledge are

82

discussed later. It is only necessary to find one individual of species X to confirm its

83

presence, but to be absolutely certain of absence it is necessary to sample all 1 000 trees.

84

Even if we sampled 999 trees without finding the species, it is possible the last tree would

85

confirm presence. It therefore becomes impractical to separate complete absence from low

86

density populations as the size of communities or sampling units becomes larger. It might be

87

possible to reduce the effort required by only requiring a 95% certainty of species absence

88

(Garrard et al., 2014), but how much sampling effort is required to achieve that?

89
90

We addressed this problem using a Bayesian model to estimate the overall population
of a species that was not observed in a sample (model included in Supporting Information).
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91

To do this we simulated taking a sample of n individuals from a total community of size N,

92

and estimated the 95% CI for the total population of a species (M) in the community, given

93

the species was not observed (m = 0). While it was obviously always possible for the overall

94

population M to be zero when the sample m was zero, if the sample size was small then the

95

expected population (and 95% CI) could still be quite large due to the substantial possibility

96

of non-detection.

5

97

We found that as the community size (N) increased from 10 to 100 000 (e.g. Fig. 1a, b

98

illustrate N = 100 and 1 000 respectively) the proportion of sampling needed to confirm a low

99

relative abundance decreased rapidly, but it was still necessary to sample 76–80% of the

100

individuals in a community to be 95% sure a species was absent (M = 0; Fig. 1c). In practice,

101

ascertaining whether a species is 95% likely to be absent is possible for small communities,

102

and has been suggested as a possibility for environmental impact studies (Garrard et al.,

103

2014). However, it is an impractical solution for larger communities or for examining

104

whether ranges have changed over time if the sampled units are large areas, such as 10 km

105

grid cells (e.g. Hickling et al., 2005, 2006).

106

An alternative approach that we advocate is to define ranges in terms of a threshold

107

relative abundance (M / N). That is, instead of constructing ranges by determining where a

108

species is most likely absent (e.g. 95% certainty that M = 0), which is often impractical to

109

answer, it is possible to define them in terms of where the expected relative abundance of the

110

species is less than an arbitrary threshold, such as M / N < 1%. For small communities (N =

111

10–100 individuals; Fig. 1a, c) the sampling effort required to answer this question is

112

comparable to investigating absence, but for larger communities the sampling effort is much

113

lower (Fig. 1b, c). For example, in a community of 1 000 individuals it is only necessary to

114

sample 5% of the community in order to estimate a relative abundance below 1%, or 29% of

115

the community for an abundance less than 0.1% (Fig. 1c). This is much more achievable in
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116

practice than the 78% sample coverage required to be 95% confident of absence. The

117

threshold can be defined such that the range only includes locations where the population

118

abundance is sufficient to be ecologically viable, and can exclude locations where the species

119

is only present in small marginal sink populations. Of course, the vague definitions of which

120

communities are small and large will depend on factors such as the scale of the study and the

121

available sampling budget, as it is a reflection of what is feasible to survey.

122

The model presented here assumes there is a known finite community size and that

123

individuals can be selected at random. In this paper we assume this is acceptable for studies

124

of trees in a forest and moss shoots in a slow growing Antarctic environment. However, there

125

may be limitations when applying the models to mobile, cryptic or secretive species, or when

126

sampling is biased towards roads or other features. While questions remain in these

127

situations, we suggest that similar limitations still apply to presence-absence studies. It is still

128

difficult to be confident of absence (e.g. Wintle et al., 2005), and therefore determine if

129

species distributions have changed, and even where a species is present, it is still important to

130

know if it has sufficient abundance to be a viable population.

131
132

Transforming probability of presence to relative abundance

133

In the previous section we suggested that species ranges should be defined in terms of

134

relative abundance rather than simply presence or absence. This is a pragmatic suggestion

135

based on sampling effort, and is particularly relevant to determining past changes in species

136

ranges by repeated sampling of standardised quadrats or transects. However, in many cases

137

the only data available are in presence-absence format, or even presence-only (Elith &

138

Leathwick, 2009; Phillips et al., 2009), and we are often interested in modelling changes in

139

species ranges. Indeed, in many cases changes in species ranges are inferred by ecological

140

niche (Pearson & Dawson, 2003; Araújo & Peterson, 2012; Bates et al., 2015) or dynamic
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models (Schurr et al., 2012; Merow et al., 2014; Pagel et al., 2014) rather than intensive

142

sampling per se. This leads to two further questions: How do species response curves for

143

presence compare to those for abundance, and is it possible to estimate abundance from

144

commonly used models of probability of presence?

145

7

We addressed these questions by simulating the abundance of a species population

146

(M) using a negative binomial model (O’Hara & Kotze, 2010; Lindén & Mäntyniemi, 2011;

147

Warton et al., 2016) and then once again randomly sampling n individuals from an overall

148

community of size N using a hypergeometric distribution. By repeating this 10 000 times we

149

were able to examine how the probability of occurrence in the sample, P(m > 0), related to

150

the expected relative abundance of the species in the overall community (M / N). Note that

151

unlike the previous section both probability of presence and expected abundance are

152

threshold independent, although a threshold could be applied later to convert these to a binary

153

range.

154

The negative binomial distribution used to simulate the population abundance (M) can

155

take different shapes, approximating Gaussian (Fig. 2b) or exponential decay (Fig. 2a)

156

distributions depending on the parameterisations. As it is not possible for the species

157

population (M) to be greater than the total community size (N) the curves were truncated and

158

scaled so that the total probability summed to one. The distribution of the abundance of the

159

species in the sample (m; Fig. 2c, d) had a similar shape to that of the overall population (M)

160

but was zero inflated. That is, there was more likelihood of zero or low abundance in the

161

sample due to the possibility the species was present but not sampled.

162

The negative binomial model was parameterised in R (R Core Team, 2015) using two

163

parameters: mu representing the mean population, and shape (or size; r) affecting the

164

variability or dispersion (models included in Supporting Material). We assumed the shape

165

parameter was constant for a species and that mu could change according to environmental
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166

suitability along a gradient. By varying mu and keeping the community size (N), sample size

167

(n) and shape parameter (r) constant we were able to examine how the probability of sample

168

presence related to the overall expected size of the species population as a relative abundance

169

within the overall community.

170

We found that there were non-linear relationships between the probability of presence

171

in the sample and expected relative abundance in the overall community. The estimated

172

relative abundance (M / N) increased very slowly at first, until the probability of sample

173

presence was approximately 40%–80%, and then started to increase more rapidly. As the

174

sampling proportion (n / N) or shape parameter (r) increased this non-linear effect became

175

stronger such that even higher probabilities of sample presence were possible even if the

176

actual expected populations were relatively small (Fig. 2e, f).

177

This represents a potential hazard for conservation planning or change detection. If

178

the probability of presence can be high even when populations are relatively small, presence-

179

absence models might exaggerate the niche width, potentially causing conservation actions to

180

be directed towards small marginal sink populations, which rely on dispersal from other

181

locations to maintain viable populations, rather than high abundance core populations which

182

are self-sustaining in their own right. To illustrate this, consider a dataset of three mosses

183

(Schistidium antarctici (Card.) L. Savic. & Smirn. (syn. Grimmia antarctici Card.), Bryum

184

pseudotriquetrum (Hedw.) Gaertn., B. Mey. & Scherb. and Ceratodon purpureus (Hedw.)

185

Brid.) that occur along a moisture gradient near Casey Station in Antarctica. Schistidium

186

antarctici occurs at the wetter end of the gradient, with a sparser mixture of C. purpureus and

187

moribund moss (dead or dying unidentifiable mix of moss species) at the drier end and B.

188

pseudotriquetrum occurring to some extent in both communities.

189
190

We had presence-absence data for the three species and moribund moss (hereafter
simplified to four ‘species’) from 60 quadrats along a water availability gradient, which we
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191

collected in 2003 (sites and quadrats detailed in Wasley et al., 2012; Ashcroft et al., 2016).

192

We initially modelled the presence of each species using a binomial generalised additive

193

model (GAM; Hastie & Tibshirani, 1990). We then transformed the predicted probability of

194

presence to the estimated relative abundance along the moisture gradient for each species

195

using models like those in Fig. 2e. We assumed the sample size was approximately 200 moss

196

shoots (nine pinches of up to 20–50 shoots with mosses not always present; Wasley et al.,

197

2012) from a total community of 260 000 (pinches taken in 20 cm × 20 cm quadrats with

198

densities ~ 650 shoots/cm2; Wasley et al., 2006; sampling intensity is intentionally low to

199

minimise impact). The shape parameter was estimated by ensuring the total abundance of all

200

four species was approximately 100%, and we found a shape of r = 0.4 gave a good

201

approximation at the moist end of the gradient where moss cover is high (Fig. 3c). The total

202

abundance is expected to be less than 100% at the dry end of the gradient as lichens become

203

more abundant and displace mosses (Melick and Seppelt, 1997).

204

As expected, we found that the niches for all species appeared broader in terms of

205

predicted probability of occurrence (Fig. 3a) than in terms of predicted abundance in the

206

community (Fig. 3b). As we suggested based on Fig. 2e, f, this is due to the possibility that a

207

species can have a high probability of occurrence even when the relative abundance is low.

208

The binomial models suggested that all four species were likely to be present along the entire

209

moisture gradient, although the transformed abundance models suggested the abundance of

210

some species was very low at the extremes which better matches observations (Selkirk &

211

Seppelt, 1987; Wasley et al., 2012).

212

To validate predicted abundances we used photos of 40 of the quadrats obtained at the

213

same time the samples were taken. We calculated the cover of live and moribund moss from

214

these photos (D.H.K. unpublished data) and then used the estimated proportions of each

215

species in each quadrat (based on the Braun–Blanquet methods in Wasley et al., 2012) to
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216

divide the cover of live moss into the three individual species. We found the relationships

217

between the predicted probability of presence and cover (Fig. 4a, c, e, g, i) all resembled the

218

theoretical non-linear curves in Fig. 2e, f where the cover generally remained low until the

219

probability of occurrence exceeded approximately 80%. We found that our predicted

220

abundance was a better predictor of cover, with improved correlations and much less bias

221

compared with the presence-absence predictions (Fig. 4b, d, f, h, j).

222

As a further example, consider the distribution of rainforest trees on the Illawarra

223

Escarpment, 80km south of Sydney, Australia (Ashcroft et al., 2008, 2009, 2012a). Presence

224

absence data for 21 rainforest species were collected from 600 20 m × 20 m quadrats and

225

individual species distributions were modelled using Generalised Additive Models and fine

226

scale grids of geology, winter minimum temperature, summer maximum temperature and

227

summer minimum temperature (full details on species and environmental layers in Ashcroft

228

et al., 2008, 2012a). Landscape scale variations in warming have been estimated by relating

229

microclimatic observations with Bureau of Meteorology data (Ashcroft et al., 2009), with

230

future conditions (2040) estimated by assuming current trends continue (thus adding past

231

change from 1972 to 2006 onto 2006 conditions).

232

The richness of rainforest species was estimated by summing the probabilities of

233

presence for the 21 species (D’Amen et al., 2015). This suggested rainforest species were

234

present across much of the study area (Fig. 5), and while this is true, they are often only

235

present in the understorey of communities of Eucalyptus spp., Acacia spp. and other species.

236

The actual rainforest communities, where rainforest species have a higher relative abundance,

237

are restricted to locations that are sheltered from the hot, dry north-westerly winds that can be

238

desiccating for rainforest species and have a large effect on maximum temperatures (NPWS,

239

2002; Ashcroft et al., 2008).

Ashcroft et al.
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We again converted the probability of presence of each rainforest species to expected

241

abundance by estimating the sampling intensity of each quadrat (n = 95, N =100) and

242

ensuring the sum of abundances was approximately 100% in the rainforest patches (r = 2; See

243

Figure S1 in Supporting Information for sensitivity analysis with other values of r). We found

244

that locations where rainforest species were predicted to be abundant were much more

245

restricted in distribution than the areas where the rainforest species were predicted to be

246

species rich (Fig. 5). This provides further support that presence-absence niches are broader

247

than the niches for species abundance. Furthermore, the predicted future changes in

248

abundance were quite poorly correlated with predicted changes in richness (r2 = 0.299). The

249

hot, dry inland areas in the northwest were predicted to decline in both richness and

250

abundance. The moistest, sheltered rainforest patches along the escarpment were predicted to

251

increase in both abundance and richness. However there were also areas where abundance

252

and richness exhibited opposite trends, which may occur if the community is shifting to or

253

from a community where a few species are abundant but richness is low. The overall trend

254

towards increasing richness along the escarpment may signal a shift from Coachwood Warm

255

Temperate Rainforest to the higher diversity Illawarra Escarpment Subtropical Rainforest

256

(NPWS 2002).

257

While there are obviously assumptions in these models (e.g. estimated sampling

258

intensity and shape parameters may vary between species and locations) the results are

259

qualitatively similar if these values are varied (e.g. Figure S1). The estimated niche width

260

and distribution of species are still broader based on presence-absence models than they are

261

based on abundance models. Presence-absence models may therefore exaggerate the niche

262

widths or distribution of species and place undue emphasis on small marginal populations

263

(similar to the naughty noughts problem discussed by Austin & Meyers, 1996). Our results

264

demonstrate that it is possible to predict abundance from probability of presence, if the
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265

sampling intensity and shape parameter of the negative binomial distribution can be

266

estimated. We therefore suggest that converting probability of presence to the expected

267

population size allows new ecological interpretations of species niches and ranges that are not

268

possible with presence-absence predictions alone.

269

Models for probability of presence are often produced using presence-only data, from

270

which it can be difficult to estimate the sampling intensity, species prevalence, or sampling

271

biases (Elith et al., 2011). It is not yet clear how to best estimate these parameters, however,

272

while the transformation curves can vary considerably (Fig. 2e, f), we have demonstrated

273

with our examples that approximate estimates are sufficient to generate good predictions of

274

abundance (Fig. 4) and vastly different distributional patterns (Fig. 5, S1).

275
276

Dealing with the limitations of uncertain absences

277

We have argued that it is often impractical to prove absence, and ecologists should be

278

focusing on relative abundance rather than simply presence. We have demonstrated that

279

Bayesian models can be used to estimate abundance even when a species is not observed

280

(Fig. 1), and that models for probability of presence can be converted to expected abundance

281

if the sampling intensity and the shape of the negative binomial distribution can be estimated

282

(Fig. 3–5). This does not resolve all problems, however, because many ecological concepts

283

and studies rely on establishing the absence of a species. In this section we discuss methods

284

to deal with the limitation of uncertain absences in a global change context.

285
286

Range changes

287

Species ranges have attracted particular attention in climate change literature (Parmesan &

288

Yohe, 2003) and yet there are problems with determining ranges or range changes. For

289

example, range boundaries are known to be sensitive to sampling intensity, so that greater
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290

sampling in one time period can lead to apparent range shifts (Hassall & Thompson, 2010).

291

Numerous methods have been developed to address this, including sub-sampling or

292

examining the mean or median location of species records (Shoo et al., 2006; Maclean et al.,

293

2008; Hassall & Thompson, 2010). Importantly, these corrections do not improve the

294

accuracy with which range boundaries are identified, but change the focus to look more at the

295

core distribution or less extreme margins.

296

Hanewinkel et al. (2014) divided the range of a species into the core, extended and

297

occasional occurrence areas based on the likelihood of observing the species. While we have

298

argued that the limits of the occasional occurrence area are generally impractical to delineate,

299

greater recognition of the issue could lead to more meaningful and accurate studies on

300

changes in the core or extended distributions. Rather than claim to be examining changes in a

301

species overall range (including occasional occurrences), scientists could define clear criteria

302

for the extended range boundary in terms of a threshold probability of occurrence, or as we

303

have argued, a minimum relative abundance.

304

There is no reason to believe the range boundaries will shift in the same manner as the

305

core distribution. In fact, it is recognised that different processes operate in different portions

306

of a species range (Hampe & Petit, 2005). The leading edge is likely to be influenced by

307

dispersal ability, the trailing edge may be characterised by population fragmentation and

308

potentially long-term persistence in microrefugia before the overall range actually contracts,

309

and the core distribution may undergo a crash in population long before the probability of

310

occurrence begins to decline substantially (Fig. 2e, f). In all cases, focusing on abundance is

311

likely to give a different picture of climate change impacts than simply presence or absence

312

(Fig. 5). Studies of range shifts that focus on means or centroids of ranges (e.g. Shoo et al.,

313

2006; Maclean et al., 2008) are likely to be focused on the core distribution, while those

314

based on the average of extreme observations (e.g. Hickling et al., 2005, 2006) are more
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315

likely to detect changes in the extended or occasional areas depending on sampling intensity.

316

The results are not necessarily comparable in meta-analyses unless differences in sampling

317

methodologies are explicitly catered for (Brown et al., 2016).

318

Regardless of whether climate change impacts are assessed using abundance or

319

presence, it is difficult to be confident of range shifts if populations are variable (McCain et

320

al., 2016). Studies that are based on too few points in time are likely to overestimate change

321

when they confound long-term trends with short-term variability (Brown et al., 2016). While

322

there is no easy solution to this, it is possible to minimise the component of short-term

323

variability that is due to sampling intensity if less emphasis is placed on the extreme range

324

margins that are inherently difficult to establish accurately.

325
326

Prior knowledge and environmental impact assessment in a changing environment

327

Biodiversity can be impacted by changes in land use, and legislative approval of human

328

activities can be impacted by the presence or absence of threatened species (Garrard et al.,

329

2014). Recently, there has been increasing recognition that detectability is not perfect and the

330

probability of observing presence can depend on factors such as sampling intensity and the

331

cryptic nature of species (Chen et al., 2009). If detectability and occupancy are affected by

332

different factors then potentially the two can be separated (MacKenzie et al., 2002).

333

However, if abundance varies along an environmental gradient, then changes in abundance

334

can potentially affect both occupancy and detectability making it more difficult to separate

335

the two factors (Wintle et al., 2005). Detectability and occupancy are likely to decrease

336

simultaneously as populations become smaller and more isolated.

337

A further issue is that if it is accepted that it is only possible to be 95% sure of

338

absence (e.g. Garrard et al. 2014), this requires a value judgement to be made. Is it necessary

339

to be 95% sure of absence to allow development to proceed, or 95% sure of presence to halt
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340

activities? Is it possible to quantify the impact to threatened species simply by their presence

341

or absence, or is it necessary to know that the species is abundant and persistent enough to

342

form a viable population rather than just dispersing individuals or a sink population?

343

Garrard et al. (2014) suggested setting a minimum survey effort based on the prior

344

expectation of species presence at a site. A similar approach could be used for abundance.

345

Given a prior expectation of species abundance at a site (e.g. from models such as Fig. 3b, 5)

346

it is possible to estimate the survey effort required to develop a suitable estimate of

347

abundance. Even if only presence-absence data are collected, a Bayesian model can still be

348

used to refine the estimate of abundance (e.g. Fig. 1; Royle & Nichols, 2003), and

349

quantifying the population abundance avoids the value judgement discussed above. Instead of

350

quantifying the probability the species is present or absent, this could establish whether or not

351

the expected population is large enough to be viable. If the prior expectation is that a large

352

population inhabits the site, a higher sampling intensity would be needed to confidently

353

confirm a low estimate for the population. If we are confident the species is absent then a

354

lower sampling effort is sufficient.

355
356

Changes in endemism

357

Unless we are dealing with a well-known species (see discussion of prior knowledge in

358

previous section), to experimentally prove a species is endemic to one region it is necessary

359

to prove it is absent from all others. It may be trivial to establish that, for example, giraffes

360

are absent from Antarctica or even endemic to parts of Africa, but for the majority of species,

361

which are more difficult to detect and have less prior knowledge, it is very difficult to make

362

such conclusions. Most species (e.g. invertebrates) have not been described, their ranges

363

quantified, or the environmental determinants of their distributions identified (the Linnean,

364

Wallacean and Hutchinsonian shortfalls, Whittaker et al., 2005; Mokany & Ferrier, 2011).
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365

There is therefore a risk that the concept of endemism is limited to easily-detected,

366

charismatic or well-studied species, or regions where there is a clear barrier to dispersal so

367

that absence can be confidently inferred elsewhere. If we cannot prove a species is absent in

368

all other regions, it is necessary to rely on prior knowledge rather than experimental evidence.

369

One potential solution to this problem is to focus on multi-species and multi-scale

370

indices of endemism, for example classifying regions where endemism is predicted to be high

371

to avoid the burden of proving any particular species is absent elsewhere (e.g. Laffan &

372

Crisp, 2003). This makes intuitive sense in conservation where it is more important to

373

identify hot spots where many endemic species are threatened (Myers et al., 2000) than to

374

conclusively establish the endemism of particular species. From a change perspective we can

375

then examine changes in collective properties of biodiversity like endemism and richness

376

(Fig. 5) rather than focus on individual species.

377
378

Rare species

379

In some cases it is particularly important to separate low abundance populations from actual

380

absence. For example, it may be important to eradicate an unwanted species (Regan et al.,

381

2006), determine where a newly introduced species has colonised (Ashcroft et al., 2012b),

382

distinguish between species absence in northern Europe during the last glacial maximum or

383

persistence in microrefugia (Stewart & Lister, 2001), focus on the distribution of rare species

384

(Engler et al., 2004), or confirm if a species is extinct (Reed, 1996). In all these cases the

385

species of interest is likely to be present in low relative abundances. While it still may not be

386

possible to be certain of absence in these circumstances, the threshold relative abundance

387

probably needs be set lower than usual. This will increase the sampling intensity required but

388

minimise the potential population size if the species is present (Fig. 1). This then becomes an
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economic question of how much sampling effort is justified given the expected benefits or

390

risks (Regan et al., 2006).
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391
392

Conclusions

393

Any study on changes in species ranges or distributions depends just as much on proving

394

where they are absent as it does on proving where they are present. While it is crucial to

395

distinguish between absence and low density populations when dealing with extinction, pest

396

eradication, endemism and many other ecological phenomena, the sampling effort required to

397

establish complete absence is often impractical. From a global change perspective there is a

398

lot of interest in range changes of species, but it is hard to determine exactly where species

399

become absent, let alone how ranges change over time. Our simulations and field data show

400

there can be large changes in relative abundance with very little change in presence, so

401

population crashes may occur long before change can be detected in overall ranges. While

402

much ecological data is collected in presence-absence format, and it is simpler to think of

403

species ranges in such a binary format, we have shown that it is possible to estimate

404

abundance if we can estimate sampling intensity and the shape of the negative binomial

405

distribution. This is not to say our method of analysis is the only way of dealing with the

406

issues, and indeed dynamic models of vegetation demographics may be a better approach to

407

deal with biotic interactions and disturbances if sufficient information is available to

408

parameterise such a model (Schurr et al., 2012; Merow et al., 2014; Pagel et al., 2014). The

409

point we stress is that there are inherent problems with any presence-absence analysis that are

410

caused by the inherent uncertainty in determining species absence. We have demonstrated

411

that it is not only simple to convert presence-absence predictions to abundance but that this

412

provides new insights into global change.

413
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571
572

FIGURE CAPTIONS

573

Fig. 1. A Bayesian model based on a hypergeometric distribution was used to predict the

574

relative abundance of a species (M / N) if n random samples were taken from a community of

575

N individuals (N = (a)100 and (b)1000) without encountering the species (m = 0). If a small

576

proportion of a community was sampled then the predicted population could be quite high

577

and uncertain even though the species was not observed. With increasing sampling intensity

578

(n / N) the expected population approached zero, but to be 95% sure the species was

579

completely absent 76–80% of the community had to be sampled regardless of community

580

size (c). In large communities it is more practical to conclude the relative abundance is below

581

some arbitrary threshold than to infer absence with any confidence.

582
583

Fig. 2. The population size of a species (M) was simulated using a negative binomial model

584

with a community size (N) of 260 000 individuals, a shape parameter (r) of 0.4 (a) or 5 (b)

585

and selected values of mu. We then randomly sampled n = 200 individuals using a

586

hypergeometric distribution resulting in a zero-inflated distribution for the species in the

587

sample (m / n in c & d). We then examined how the probability of species presence in the

588

sample (P(m > 0)) related to expected relative abundance of the species in the community (M

589

/ N) under different shape parameters and sampling intensities (e, f). Points in e & f

590

correspond with the different values of mu, with a curve fitted using a generalised additive

591

model on logit transformed variables (see Supporting Material).

592
593

Fig. 3. The response of 4 moss ‘species’ to a water availability gradient (LogCWC; Log of

594

community water content) were examined by producing binomial generalised additive

595

models using the presence or absence in 60 quadrats (a). We then estimated the relative
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596

abundance for each species (b) by assuming we had sampled 200 moss shoots from a total

597

community of 260 000 and species populations were from a negative binomial model with

598

shape (r) parameter of 0.4 (see Fig. 2) such that the total abundance of all four species was

599

approximately equal to 100% at the moist end of the gradient (c). The niche for each species

600

appeared broader in terms of presence (a) than abundance (b).

601
602

Fig. 4. The predictions of moss presence (left column) and abundance (right column) were

603

validated using the cover of live (a-b) and moribund (c-d) moss in photos of 40 quadrats. The

604

cover of individual species (e-j) was estimated using the proportion of each species in each

605

quadrat (based on the Braun-Blanquet methodology of Wasley et al., 2012) multiplied by the

606

cover of live moss. The transformed models of abundance (Fig. 3b, right column) were better

607

correlated with cover and were less biased than the presence models (Fig. 3a, left column).

608
609

Fig. 5. Spatial predictions of species richness and total relative abundance of 21 common

610

rainforest tree species on the Illawarra Escarpment, Wollongong, Australia (34.4 °S, 150.8

611

°E). The escarpment runs northeast to southwest through the study area and separates the

612

lowland coastal plain in the southeast from the inland Woronora plateau in the northwest.

613

Species distributions were built using Generalised Additive Models based on presence or

614

absence at 600 sample sites and grids of environmental layers (Ashcroft et al., 2008, 2012).

615

Estimated richness is the sum of the predicted probabilities of presence for the 21 species.

616

Probabilities of presence were converted to abundance using curves similar to Fig. 2e, f (N=

617

100, n=95, r=2). Current conditions reflect those measured in 2004 to 2006 (Ashcroft et al.,

618

2008). Future climates (2040) were estimated by assuming current trends continue and thus

619

we added the predicted landscape scale change from 1972 to 2006 (Ashcroft et al., 2009)

620

onto current conditions.
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